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in the second period and scored
WILLIAM BRADFORD
snliaivisions ould up.to $500 or jailed for up to six
all political‘
-straight points before the quarter ended with Murray
Associated Press Writer
be included under it.
months or botb:
Falcons.could call a tirneout. owning a 52-39 advantage.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—A
The only meetings excluded
!
Another ldll intrOd*ed Fri
The Tigers built a 60-42 lead in
The Tiget1Netentinued to play
proposal to require all govern- by the bill would be those for day, By Sen. Gibson Downing,
their best balillf the season and the final period before Coach
mental agencies in Kentucky to which other provisions are D-Lexington, would remove all
at half Murray was op the top Toon emptied the bench.
discuss and act on public busi- made under the constitution, _
state officials from boards of
Adam tanning, who came in
of a 38-28 score.
ness only in meetings open to
Action taken at any closed or regents if state universities
o( late in the second quarter, led
Murray fired in 46 per
has been introduced
secret meeting would be invalid and colleges, including taking
their efforts from the floor and 'the. Tigers with 14 points.
In the House of Represents'In
under the bill and meetings at- the governor off the University
outrebounded the rugged Lanni% turned in a fine pertended by a majority M' quo- of Kentucky Board: the SuperFalcons 21-17 to account for the fonriance‘a did hustling Dean
The measure, introduced Fri-'
rum of the membership could intendent of Public Instruction
bulge at the intermissiora Willie wito contribeted 13 points.
Mrs. Glinda Tuft of Murray is shown receiving a check from ---day by Rep. Terry McBrayer,
held only after '
-be
Tyrone and Portçr McCuiston -Porter McCuiston'also scored
Manuel Curtis, Pronto Fools, left, and Jack Mat* CsskiLMII•Greenup, would apply to anytimely notice to the public."' tire also woultl-be-retnoved
WiTarT3—Pillats and grallne4 14 Chevrolet, F_Nransville, Ind. The check was won by Mrs. Tutt es ti
hid-level) re
or
two
of
meeting
more
boards and each
rebounds before getting Into door prize at a Foods Denionstration meeting in Evansville, Ind.
first half.
Any member of a govern- from all such
members of any board or
board would select its own
Porter McCuiston led' the foulirouble late in the second
committee
or
board
mental
policy-making body of state or
each year.
balanced scoring attack with 11 half.
_local government. School who attended a meeting in vioGov. Wendell Ford has said
first half points while Tyrone
fined
be
One of the key reasons for the
could
bill
the
of
lation
boards and the legislature and
he would favor taking such acMcCuiston and Thurman Foster victory was the splendid pertion.
each netted eight. Dean Willis, formance of senior guard
Other bills introduced Friday
starting for the first time this Thurman Foster. Foster scored,
would.
of
fflinra
a
--Glinda-Tutt
s.
session-,fired in seven ficso-bidU-107peiSts and played
—Require motor vehicle ownpoints.
game in his first contest of the was notified during the holidays
ers to show proof they had paid
Hickman County managed to season.
. thatahe had won a new Chvrolet
_
their property taxes on throat. .
cut the gap to eight points in the
.
whit
Tyrone McCuitton fired in Vega given away asa
-errs," Young hick before they woukt—ber- -WONT..DOUTHAT
WE frame bui—four cpAck eight points and grabbed 13 at -a meeting she Healed
"MA
told newsmen after the Boeing allowed to buy license plates
Associated Preis Writer
points by Willis brought the rebounds in a good showing by recently in Evansville, Ind. The
•
returned from Havana Fri- for it, introduced by „Rep. Joe
727
stewSeven
—
(AP)
MIAMI
•
the 6-1 sophomore. Jimmy meeting, held at Executive Inn
The Murray-Calloway Coun
told a tale of terror—a day evening. "He said he didn't Clarke, D-Danville.
Bramley and Dan Luther in Evansville, was hosted by the
its 'first
-Make the faculty-and -stu- -thirt
ordeal Friday with two care what happened-.-.:
rounded out the scoring for the Evansville Food Distributors Board of Realtors held
on
dinner
installation
officer
representatives on boards
-ent
was
wanted."
was
he
that
hot,
reii
who
mm
hijackers
Tigers with six and two points Company and was a demonDoing as he was told, Young of trustees or regents of all
stration foods meeting for December 'A, in dr. Murray peatediy .tiieakened to shoot
respectively.
a crow.%wILtry_hi7 landed .in Los Angeles where_ state college and universities
team kept itk7ra_0„,„nads, Chicago, Illinois. Federal Savings and—Diran them daring
The Tiger
..
—..„---...
--itfae
f
'
--mg.
'k
,.
hilitelers ordered the'Mil- full - voting Members, also Inperfect. season intact by Win- The automobile was given away
Forty
members
and
guests- They were aboard a Paffib sengers off as the plane was troduced by Clarke.
ning a 58-29 contest over the by the Pronto Food Company as
—Make all college student norefueled. Before the re_ Southwest Airlines commuter
young Falcons Of- Manias a door prize for attending the attended the meeting. •
Louisville,
Snyder,
records, including
-Bill
nacademic
hithe
completed,
•s
fueling
hijacked
from
flight
miles
2,200
County. RaY Lane led the meeting held for the three-state
president of the Kentucky California to Cuba by a shot- jacker beeline nervous, Young medical -histories and records
- scoring with 18 points while area.
Realtor's Association, was tll gun-armed man and a pistol .said, and suddenly jammed his on conduct, confidential as acaMrs. Tutt received word on
Lakers even managed- a few Glenn Jackson chipped in with
By DAVID HILL
officer and guest waving woman with a 5.4nonth- shotgun into Dianne Beighley's demic records now are, sponinstalling
brief rallies _that_aamiaglY13,-111M other major point December 72 that her mime had
.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
speaker. Mr. HY. r, Ily— old bal3Y.
lace and said: "I will kill-Yak( sored by Clarke.
and
',arming
her
drawn
Dean
and
been
she
were
producers
fans
a
aj,.
loyal
the
assured
Brand new year, same old
by
—Forbid a state college on
we don't get this thing off the:
troduced
State
began
Director
flight
a.m.
30
The
12':
at
to
went
husband,
Charles,
cometrom-behind victory. But with ICand George Land& with
Lakers.
outlined tli!',. BST en.route-from San Fran: ground."
unversity from dismissing a
Evansville on Dec. V to claim- D'usakl Tucker,
That's how it looked last night time ran out on-our boys in blue eight. •
edueationeUprograms of the,K- Agee . to Loa -Angeles. Sylvia
Dianne was still rubbing her, faculty -rnerphPr for failing to
arthe hometown Lakers fellto;and the loss Imbed Am taker * The varsity Tigers; with four the prize. Mrs. Tutt had the A R and Urged-each massidoseto
e. works, by
.
.
nose as she related the in- publish scholnap
sore
was
pas118
Brister
the
serving
of
keeping the Vega,
their northern visitors, the mark to 2-6 with the logics. al wins and three losses for the option
least one phase when when she felt a sharp cident.
Clarke.
• season,travel to South Marshall applying the money toward take a partin at
the long end of the stick.
Ballard Bombers.
of the ethinitionel ProgramOn the four hour flight to
stab of path in her back.
another automobile, or
—Allow thisi class C'itteit to
James Wells looked ex- Tuesday night.
The score was 75-61, but that's
It was the barrel of a sawed Tampa—where the hijackers consolidate tile offices of city-....
Officers. installed were Guy
the
for
check
Hickman(57)—Childress 12, receiving the
not the part that hurts. The part ceptionally well for the losing
that hurts is that the Lakers led cause. He racked up 21 points as Spates 13, Grundy 13, Jordan 8, amount of the purchase price cif Spann, president, Wayne off shotgun. The hijacker spent two hours on the ground attorney and prosecuting attorWilson, vice-president; C.O. grabbed Sylvia by her ponytail refueling again and vainly try- ney upon the consent of the
the Vega.
by six at halftime, only to have he popped in many of the little Spraggs 7 and Fitts 4.
Arrangements were made for .Bondurant, secretary- and ordered bet to-accompany ing to force officials to get prosecuting attorney, sponsored
McCuiston
Murray(81)—P
a full-court press in the second shots from under the basket
•
them a larger plane capable of
round bringing them tb their that he had been missing 13, Willis 13, A. tanning 14, T. delivering the prize by Manuel treasurer. Harding Galloway, him to the cockpit.
(Continued on Page Five)
to
Galleflying
Africa—Cheryl
WilCapt.
said
inside,
and
Once
Miller,
Donald
Claude
CorFood
Pronto
of
Curtis
before.
McCuiston 8, Foster 10,
knees as.,it has so many times
poration and Evansville Food Tucker ----were installed as liam Young of San Diego, the more warmed a baby bottle,
Greg Howard couldn't seem Bramley 6 and Luther 2.
before.
Murray-- man told him if he didn't obey with a gun at her head.
Corp., 4501 Peters Road, directors of the
The Lakers matched the first to find his mark from the side,
"She hardly ever took it
be would kill the entire crew.
.Board.
County
_Ealloway
Elliett_o
bad
Not
Jack_
points.
Avanaville,
12
gettingiply
- basket of the second half by the
The Board wishes to thank -"He said he would kill us— my-from the boa a-My
e Chevrolet, 4600 Division,
Bombers, but the visitors had by any Means, but not up to his
Evansville, and Richard-Davis, the - Murray Federal Savings, the three members of the flight head," said Miss Gallemore, a
closed the gap to one, 38-37, usual standards.
pretty blonde from San Diego.
Salesman
for the -Evansville and Loan for their part in
11
in
chipl
Verguson
_before the host quint could score
'And both times the plane
making the's first installation
La
sat
Food,
„.
round
to
Center.
relief,
on
markers
again.
me back aft. If
she
landed,
the
dirmer
success
it
wan
serving
and
Tuttiorcurrently
Mrs.
figure
double
Lakers'
the
After that, the Bombers
get
—fried-To
lbid
ianybody
annual
an
this
make
to
hope
Director,
as irned Service
---caught our home-town-Club'and Personnel.
aboard; she would have killed
Martil City Schools, Murray. event.
For the Ballard Bombers, it
took the lead by score of 40-39,
,me, I'm convinced of it.and 42-39,and it was all over but was Henderson who collected 28
The woman,called Ida by the
honors.
points and high-scoring
the crying.
A grant of $52,201 has been „
Scott Diuguid,son of Mr. and Mau* had warned the passenCalloway outrebounded the
Fifty-seven to forty-eight was
to Murray' State
awarded
James
Mrs.
graduated
Diuguld,
gers earlier she would shoot
the score at the end of the third Bombers 30-24 mainly through
University by the National
from
University,
Auburn
who
anybody
moved.
quarter, but the Lakers had not the efforts of big James Wells.
Auburn, Ala., at the close of the
Young, first officer Derral Science Foundation to conduct a
Calloway netted 24 of the 57
given up hope.
December.
in
quarter
fall
Wiggins and Second Officer science institute on the campus
After controlling the game for tries from the floor for 42 per
Murray
forfner
man
The
Steve
Salmonsen made the next summer for junior and
the first half, it seemed an cent. Ballard cashed in 16 of 55
in
degree
B.S.
his
received
,...trip with the hi- senior high school teachers of
count15
cross
assumed fact that the Leiters tries for 29 per cent.
industrial engineering. He will jackers and tits seven steward- general science.
would catch the unruly BomSCORING
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn,
leave Monday for Dallas, esses
bers and regain their rightful
Calloway(61 )—Wells 21,
dean of 'the School of Arts and
Texas,to acdept a position with
lead.
Ferguson 11, Wyatt 3, Duncan 5,
Sciences and institute director,
the Texas Instruments.
The only problem was
Shelton 4, Stockdale 3, Howard
said the eight-week session will
Diuguid graduated from
catch them. The Bombers just 12, Scarbrough 2.
run concurrently with the
class
the
in
School
High
Murray
S-4 James E. Gamble
kept pouring it on as ternpers
regular summer term June 12of 1966. He has spent the
75)—Howle 22,
Ballard(
grew short and minor scuffles
Aug. 4.
holidays with his parents. Also
Hargrove 9,
2,
Hammonds
were the order of the day. ,
Approval of the grant marks
holidays
the
the
for
with
here
2, Powell 6, L. HenBy GEORGE PAPER
continued in southern Laos.
quintetr-Only. Stewart
The Ballard
the 15th consecutive year the
daughter,
their
was
Duiguicts'
28, J. Henderson 4,
derson
- Associated Press Writer
The fighting- erupterThursoiitscorect Their baits 18-I3
NSF has supported at least one
Mrs. David McKee and Mr.
Humphrey 2.
SAIGON (AP) — Vietcong day when several North Vietdufffigthitilani.piod, and the
science institite on the Murray
Lexington.
of
McKee
launched their heaviest namese battaliont attacked
State campus. The first in-awning attack against U.S. Laotian forces at Ban.Gnik on
a rear door stitute at Murray State in 1957
Pried
Thieves
troops in South_Vietnarn in six Route 23 between Palate and
open at the Sager Glove Was the first in Kentucky
Bolovens .plateau on the _
. inonths_Friday night, while the
Company on South Fourth supported by the NSF.
North Vietnamese,attempted to western edge of the Ho Chi
Two summer science inStreet.sometime last night and
SAIGON VIETNAM—Amy complete a sweep ofAim _grate- Minh trail, Hanoi's supply line
Jackson Purchase
with an estimated $350 stitutes have beenlinanced by
escaped
Specialist Four James E. gic Bolovens plateau in south- to the south.
•
Increasing cloudiness and
to $400 worth of tools and an NSF grants on the Murray State
Gamble, son of Mr. and MrS.
The North Vietnamese seek a
Laos.
warmer tonight low 35-40. Conundetermined amount of -cash campus for the past six years,
Calloway
Harris,
Marvin
Edmond • Gamble, Route 1,
A '29-round Mortal' barrage stronghold in the Boliessis to
siderable cloud'rnes.s with a
,Murray, recently recieved the hit U.S. Fire support base Fid- Secure the Ho Chi Minh trail, County Court Clerk, urges the according to Murray Police but a sharp cutback in the
amount of nationwide NSF
cheat* of showers lab* Sunday,
--Army Commendation Medal- &las Green,20 miles northeast and aka) to keep alternate sup- car and truck owners to pur- Captain Martin Wells.
support reduced the progrem to
high in low to mid 60s. Monday
some
that
as
said
Wells
Capt.
plates
license
their
chase
near Saigon, Vietnam.
of Saigon, wounding 18 troops ply routeiapen.
one institute this year*
little- change in temperature
used
apparently
last
was
the
bar
avoid
of
to
type
possible
as
soon
for
awarded
was
medal
The
The first hi-monthly meeting
of the Ilth Armored Cavalry
The total nationwide support
and Shoivers ending.
reported
The
Command
US.
the
of
off
of
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the
force
to
close
the
at
rush
minute
Such
service.
meritorious
'ietSouth‘
of the Murray Civitan Club for
and one Sou
Regiment a
no B52 raisis overnight in South February.
door so that the thief or thieves in the NSF program for 1972 is
exan
,
over
be
can
service
6.
197
January
washeld
namese soldier.
KENTUCKY FORECAST
Vietnam. 18rilitary sources said
The new plates are white could gain entry to the building. about $13.7 million in assistance
Civians voted to provide a tended period of time or for
The US. Command said the the giant stratofortresses were
Increasing cloudiness from
with blue letters The breakin was discovered this for about 10,000 teachers—about
background
the west tonight and Sunday. A Gold Medal for an outstanding outstanding acIdevement in a casualties were the highest
concentrating on targets on the and the cost is 912.50 each for morning by personnel of the half the amount of funding and
In
situation.
case,
single
either
since
chance of rain mainly in West- ROTC cadet 'al the annual
yt 5n shelling attack
fir
j
Ho Chi Minh trail and in sup- cars, pickups, and farm trucks. company when they arrived for the teacher who benefited
ern Kentucky Sunday. Warmer ',President's Review at Murray the recipient must have
during the previous year.
port of Laotian government
Harris said he had now work.
The cotnmand said, however, forces on the Bolovens plateau
through Sunday. Lows tonight State University. Civitan demonstrated skills and
Murray State,is one of only
glove
the
the
inside
from
Officers
forms
the
received,
dedication
far
the
above
that only three men were
in the upper 20s and 308. Highs Wayne Williams will make the
Cheng area in state for persons to file for the plant were also reported to have two schools' In Kentucky
Long
the
in
and
average.
wounded seriously enough in
Sunday in the 50s to low 60s. - presentation,.
refund on the five'percent State been entered, with the doors of awarded summer science inHe received the award while the latest attack to require northern Laos.
Leonard Elite, teacher of
stitute grants for 1972 from
tax paid on the Mrchase of new the offices forced open.
as
supply
'assigned
assistant
an
Abraing,
W.
Creighton
Gen.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
economics at MurrayState,was
evacuation to a hospital.
190 colleges and
among
DepartPolice
August
Murray
sinCe,
trucks
and
cars
in
sergeant
headquarters
Chance of showerifin Western guest of Coffield Vance:
The attack wail the third this commander of 'U.S. forces in
the theft universities throughout the
investigating
after
is
ment
said
Harris'
1971.
15,
-U.S.
Army
detachment,
in
Friday
met
Vietnam,
South
'Kentucky Sunday night and
tenmade
Murray Civitans
week on American forces, apwith the aid of City-Comity country.
east Monday and again north tative plans for International Headquarters area command parently in retaliation for the, ilaqitok with Thai leader The- persons had received their
Blackburn said 40 stipends
from
Detective
the
Dale Spann.
refund•federal
•
Wednesday. Cooler Tuesday Clergy Week, January 30- near,Saigon.
heavy US. air strikes against nom XiTtlraeliorn to discuss
are available and estimated r
The 'specialist entered the targets in North Vietnam last what steps might be taken to manufacturer, they shatkl get
and little change Wednesday. February 5, Hoyt Roberts is
that about 50 participants will
BAIC„ETBALL 'MEETING
reverse the deteriorating situ- one of the forms to apply for the
Lows in the upperlOs and low chairman of this Civitan Army- in Inte 1970, completed month.'
Recreation
full or partial awards
feceive
lOturray.
The
tax
-state
refund.
basic training at.rt. Campbell,
40s Monday lowering into the Progreln.
e
ThVietCong declared on ation in-Leos.
Departnient'Sen's basketball for the institute. court.
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a
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The
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Ft.
at
statihnO
have
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military
Thai
upper 20s and low 30g Tuesday
Dec. 30they would "strike bark
Ralph Bogard, chairman of
Applicants chosen by the
league will have Spianning and
and Wednesday. Highs. in the Civitan Annual Pancake Day, Polk; La., prior,to his into!in against American aggressors in said that if Long Cheng, a U.S.- clerkis open from eight alit-to rescheduling meeting- 'ilesday selection committee will'
through
Mondhy
„p.m.,'
rite
Omer 50s a_nd loW,60s Monday announced that Rudy's and Vietnam in November 1970... Soith VietnanC in revenge for Central.' Intelligence, Agency
receive- a -stipend-o(tirr to $75 a
night sq.
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each
Friday
on
pin.
six
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th9r .t- 'Gur the security of Thailand which
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(Contlinied ea Page Five)
- High School.
'day.
Meanwhile,. heavy fighting borders Labs.
Day. '
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By MIKE =ANNE,
Ledger &TimesSportswriter
It's tough to beat hustle and
teamwork, Last night the
Murray High Tigers proved it
by blitzing the visiting Hickman
County Falcons 66-57.
- The game was not really as
close as the score might indicate. The Tigers jumped to an
early lead and built the margin
to as muCh as 18 points over the
final
A tantilizing defense and
some agressive rebounding
vaulted the Tigers to a 15-7 lead
with 3:01 left in the initial
stanza. Hickman County fought
back and cut thesap to 17-15 but
Dean Willis scored on a layup at
the buzzer to put the Tigers up _
.our. Ironically; WilTis
opened the scoring in the game
by hitting arra three point play,
Coach Bob- -Toon's daft gea
came out running and gunning

sprint past
g, drill, and
to prepare
Wirephoto
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Ten Years Ago Today
LADGEn a rims nut
Bobby Joe Jones,age 28, died yesterday at Vancierioletrospital,
Nashville, Tenn.,from a brain tumor following an ilhiess of seven
days. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs,Euell Jones of Dexter Route
Sammy Knight,Jimmy Olila
-,tay Wallis,add Peggy Robertson
of Murray High School won honors at the speech meeting held
January 5 af Paris, Tenn..
Miss Eva Mae McCalkiff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Heyt_Me- • Callon, was married te-Michael Jones,son et
Jones,on December17 at the Kirksey Methodist Church. *
Lt. and Mrs. James G. Jordan and son, James David, of Fort
Chaffee, Ark., went the holidays with his father, Merritt Jordan
and Mrs. Jordan.
I. 18

Copley News Service
'Pipe down, fellows-there's someone

IADOElt 41 TIKES Mt

30YearsAgoThisWeek
ma
Li.ita
=Mg

Calloway County's dark tobacco auction market opened here
with an opening day average of $15.37 Sales on the three floors,
Outland's,Farris,and Growers, were for 89,905 pounds for a total
sum of 813,816.74.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ella Stokes, age 84, of Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Myra Cloys, age 20, who as killed in a wreck near Alton,
1)1., Mrs.Nancy Dennis Kirks,and James Ira Asher,age 70.
The temperature here early this morning was recorded at 15
below zero, to break the low record of 19 below twelve years ago.
Boyd Myers, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Myers of Murray, has
left for Santa Monica, California, to join the Tiny Hill Orchestra,
widely known on the west coast. He has been with the Jack
Staulcup Orchestra playing sax, singing, and arranging for the
-past eight years.
P. N. Blalock and Wayne Sullivan have opened a new grocery
on Main Street.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Recompense no man evil for evil.--Komans 12:17.
How much better is the method God conimends to us-that of
doing good in return for evil.

Isn't It The Truthl
by Carl Ribiet Jr.
Men are‘being tactically outsmarted by Women's
Lib if it ii indeed true, as reported by-banks, investment houses ina insurance underwriters, that
the greater mass of wealth in the United States is in

the /tends of women. Why, then, do women want to
be liberated, — and from what?
"Whatever a beautiful woman says is right."
—German Proverb

NEWS SUMMARY

STATE GOVERNMENT'S
WEEK OF SCTIVITY
IN bytkEF

BY JIM WARREN
ADMINISTRATION-Gov. Wendell H. Ford delivered his State
the Commonwealth address to a joint session of the 1972
General Assembly. Governor Ford said his administration will
seek to expand government services without adding disproportionate costs to the taxpayers. He said he will send his complete
-legislative package to the General Assembly later.
..TAXES-Kentucky and-Ohio:signed a reciprocal agreenment
exempting persons living in one state and working in the other
from paying income tax in the statko( employment. Thus Kentuckians working in Ohio will not ha-Ve.to pay income tax there
and vice versa for Ohioans working in gentadty.
JUNKERS-The state Highway Department Uninched a
campaign to remove junked ears which form an eyesore along
state roads and highways. The department is seeking $300,000 in
federal fimdstrrfinance removal of the cars which form a hazard
for children as well as blight the landscape.
TOBACCO-Experts at the University of Kentucky say they
have developed a breed of low-nicotine burley tebacco which
contains only about 14 per cent of the substance. Researchers say
the new strain could be a great contribution toward solving the
smoking and health problem. _
CRAFTS-Parks C'timmissioner Ewart Johnson said merging
of the Arts and Crafts and Gift Shop divisions of the Parks
.Department will open 26 additional retail outlets. He said the
move is being made to offset a $95,000 deficit for the Arts and
Crafts Division last year. '
MINES-The state Department of Mines and Minerals says
__,..---Kentucky's coal mines had their second safest year in history
during 1971. During the year only one death occurred for each
3,090,244 tons Pt coal mined.

curretIL10_7NOttrti
cause ot the respect it cuiumenaeu

the new currency alignment bast
[4:1 on
rather than .the amount of gold.a devaluation of the
dollar. as
Would buy. It commandadrespect be"the most significant monetary
cause it was backed- by the combined
_agreement .in the', history of the
talent and energy of the most adwor .
,
-surer: vanced industrial nation Tn
never in history • has,..,a currency and
By. allowing wage levels -and our ex,
:
trade agreement involved so Many
pectations to rise at a rate egteeding
people with
our own-productivity,
greet a'productive PG- - -the- increase
tential as-these in--the:10-nations re p-we- have -seen the dollar prieg of our
resented at. the Washington confer•
• in 'relation to those of our tornIn spite of the President's satisfacpetitors. By. allowing- labor costs to
tion, the surge of confidence reflected
eat up -earnings which could be used
in our stock market and the favorable- . so modernize our industry and thus
comments from ...gbroad, there is
make our workers individually more
---probably less to'i'cheer- about in the-1- productive,. we have seen obsolesUnited States of America thaw in any
cenoe" overtake-Many of our producof the other Group_ of Ten -nations.
tion links..By acquiescing to.recurrEven though we now hive the prosihg deficits in- our federal budget we
pect of a more favorable Competitive
have seen the dollar cheapened even position for American gtxids on world
more:
•
'markets, we have- beck obligedlcracWe -have indeed bought -valuable
knowledge formally that our'dollar is
time with'the devaluation agreement, '
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The dark fired tobacco market opened in Murray yesterday
withihesverageprieeheing44
_
Mrs. T.B. Culpepper, president of the Calloway oun
Homemakers, presided at the council meeting held here. Mrs.
Clifton Barrett is vice-president.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Rogers on
January Sand a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley on January 8.
Miss Lochie Faye Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart,
and Miss Sue Parker,daughter of Mr.and Mrs.E.C.Tarker, have
resumed their studies at Stephens College, Columbia, Mo., after
spending the holidays with their parents.

•

The U.S. dollar.7.-beeame the basic

Itiougded like a lapse into haier_ heir when faremdent_Nnien_Aeeerthed

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

20 Years Ago Today

.
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SENSING
THE NEWSBy Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

at MIAOW'

Public Feels
Guilty About
Returning Vets By JERRY T:BAULCH
Associate*Press Writer
-WASHINGTON (AP)--The
Attierican public feels guiltY
about the way returning Vietnam-era vetarans_ars treated.,
said . a poll made' public

NADER'S CAMPUS OUTLETS
"
For mans' thoughtful citizens who have examined the
operations of self-proclaimed consumer.advocate Ralph Nader,
Naderism is the McCarthyism of the' 1970's. Mr. Nader's various
organizations maintain a continuing barrage of fire against Wednesday.
business. But the attacks rely on scare tactics, half-truths and • -The whole question of treatemotionalism.
ment of returning veterans is a
Novrthe Nader toegleine,atktryingitrnerre-ontwthe cam- serious burden difpuses, using student fees as a means of financing the scare science of the American puboperations. The objective of the Nader organizers is to establish lic," concluded the poll conan-called public interest research groups. These PIRG groups,as ducted for the Veterans-Adminthey are known, have been set up in Oregon, Minnesota, Con- istration by Louis Harris and
necticut and elsewhere. South Carolina is among the current
Associates Inc.
target states.
"Among veterans the story is
The shrewd plan devised by the Nader organizers is to harness different," the research report
student activity fees at colleges-end universities. Student fees said. "The returning serviceare raised $1 to provide operating funds for the PIRG. The Nader men seem less preoccupied
people say- that those students who object can get their $1 back, with the way things should be,
but the Naderites know that few students will go through the red and are content to accept
tape involved. Therefore, access to student activities fees means things as given and do the-best
a captive group of supporters for the PIRG organizations. A they can to readjust to civilian
PIRG uses the student activity fees for controversial purposes, life.
precisely as labor unions use the dues of members ( who are
"This passive acceptance
forced to join) for political purposes. Donald Ross, a 28-year-old holds for all groups except the
lawyer who is in Charge of the PIRG program, is candid about the alienated veterans-the nonaims of the movement. He was quoted in the Washington Post as white and non-high school grad-.
saying: "This project has the potential for creating a legal uates. Among those servicemen
revolution
there is a real feeling socie
_
Ralph Nader's PIRG concept is an exciting idea for radic-libs owes them something for their
on college campuses. In the past,they had difficulty funding their effort."
activities. A PIRG organization, however,offers the prospect of
The Harris organization concontinuous, substantial financing.
ducted the poll between Aug. 15
If administrators or college trustees believe that the PIRG and. Aug. 20. Personal interoutfits will engage in sensible student activities, they should look
views were cOnducted in 1,490
at the record. In Connecticut, the state PIRG has zeroed in on a households representing a
weapon firm, alleging intentional shoddiness in the manufacture, cress-section of the .S. public,
of M-16 rifles+Hardly an activity that a student group need among 2,003 ve ans recently
pursue. If such an investigation is required, Congress is the separated T'r'ölti service and
agency to conduct it. —
with 789 business executives
'There's reason to believe that a PIRG group on a campus will representing prospective eminjufka state's economic,opportunities. Industrial prospects are ployers.
likely tatake a dim view of a state where college or university
While finding that the public
authoritie3.uthorize compulsory student financing of a:free- by an overwhelming 95 per cent
wheeling.,
-business group. The Nader organizations are agrees the veteraps deserve rewell-known for ttitiir arrogance. When the Naclerites couldn't get spect for having served in the
a PIRG started in
o their spokesman disdainfully stated: "We armed forces, only 55 per cent
can't find anyone who-wants to live in Ohio."
agrees that "the American
College students have' tter things to do than to serve as Ralph people are doing everything
Nader's field hands. In th1jrst place, there is plenty of evidenee they -eon to make-veterans feel
to suggest that participation'1it Naderite studies ill-prepares a at-home again." student for serious, responsible, research_ It is becoming in"By 61 to 31 per cent the pubcreasingly clear that the Nader stu ,s are slanted and unfair.
lic agrees that `the trouble in
The New Republic magazine,a lead liberal journal, recently Vienam has been that our boys
published a devastating criticism of a pr*ct ofthe Nader report were asked to fight in a war we
factory, saying: "Like other Nader-spomered studies, 'The never could win," the pollsters
Closed Enterprise System' resists assimilatu to conventional found.
categories of expression. Scholarship it is not, i
"By 62 to 24 per cent, Amerischolarship
one means an honest search for truth rather than a
e parade cans accept the notion that
of learning. It is a higl'ily tendentious work, in which isent self- 'having served in the armed
contradiction is never permittedto blunt a good belly.'"
forces, returning servicemen
The Nader view of idealism and citizenship is questiona
are. parl of a war that went
Inherent in it is an authoritarian concept of our society. The ba
bad.'
Nader thernelithat American styeiety needs more government
"By 49 to 42 per cent, a pluregulation. Presumably,-Ralph Nader Is to be the fountainhead of r ty of the people feel veterwistiom in the new society which he envisions.
ans
this war were made
A full analysis of Ralph Nader's ooncepts and operations has sucke
having to risk their
been published by the Southern States Industrial Council (a lives in
wrong war at the
special report entitled "Naderiarn: The War Against Cor- wrong time.
porations",918 Stahlrruin Bldg., Nashville,Tenn.,37201, 25scents a
But most ve am had a difcopy). It explains in detail how Ralph Nader wants.American ferent perspective.
business to manufacture by. government edict instead of by
"A near una
96 per
marketplace democracy.
cent agreed that *I
and
RalibNader has done an extraordinary job of selling himself as family did everything
the expert on virtually everything in our society. But the_steady- could to make you feel at
stream of sensational charges produced by the Nadel: factory is again.'
proving to be counter-productive. Mr. Nader's secrecy about the
"Better thin two out of
financing of his own operations also is turning out to be hurtful. three-69 per cent-agreed that
Many citizens are beginning to realize that the Nader groups are 'people at home made you feel
more interested in power than Ilie
,
public interest.
proud to have served your
country in the armed forces."
,
HAIRDRESSERS
MoLTEN ROCK
The' 114iirkey Unit of the
Basaltic "triagrna , ( molten
GIRL SCOUTS
National Hairdressers and
rock) is less dense than the
Cosmetologists will hold Its solid rocks
The Murray Girl Scout Neighof the earth's
regular meeting at the mantle and crust, and when borhood 'meeting will be held
Southside Restaurant on generated Ls firced,upward to Monday. Janusty Ill, at ten
Monday, January 10, at '7:30 the surface of the earth by-the am. at the Scout Cabin. AU
p.m.
Aveight of the overlying rocks. leaders are-urged hi be present.

The new agreement brings. our
and productivity in the. American
- country to the offickal recognition -of a
economy is not narrowed, if the real
evaluation" of the dollar, that has
value of the dollar. is _not Aligwect_ to
_been occurring_ gradually for more
reassert itself through the genius for
than a .decade as Inflation nibbled
efficiency and "know-how in the away at -its intrinsic value. That sort
American people, we will only be. setof devaluation, in which the dollar - --ling4the-stage for another dollar crisis
has come to represent less and less fn
in the future.
terms of the productive energies of
Our trading partners have obtained
o
ttt:rhatige"ft
people,• is f_paper_valtimien
ar more serious than
thtratv-rey
yAmde:nriane.i.deidtzofroviir
itrlts
remains,for
exchange formulas agreed upon by
the, people of America to begin de-the Group of Ten.
mantling more of themselves.

social-minded kid, and our
priest who placed a reeruiting'
said— '
advertisement for his Catholic . Tocilar.ges that the Playboy advertisement in Playboy has
order in Playboy miesiiiiiesayk-unaga"
"aatithstical
hia prompted, many of them to
the magazine offered him „the... order's, Father
Limo replies: write. I just hope the good I
most mileage for the dollar" "We are interested in the tried will be realized," he said.
"This was not meant to be
cornroverSial." said Father
Joseph Lupo, director of
Ends Tonite
vocations for .the Order of the
Holy Trinity. "It was meant to V23(90/Cali
Sean Connery in
reach the kids I wanted to
hog info /53-3694 'THE ANDERSON TAPESIGP)
reach."
The advertisement in the
most recent issue, which cost
$9,000,. pictured two college
* SUN -AAQN -TUES *
men. The text reads-in part- 'RACIAL
FARLPILVIL
Ciolar
"If you have love to give and
DEP
the courage to offer it, you are
already a Trinitarian-come
It4400
SI X
join your brothers."
Father Lupo said Tuesday,
almet a month after the
advertisement appeared, "The
COLOR
results have been almost
ntastic, overwhelming."
He does not expect to screen
A 1:30 p.m.
all the applicants "for a few
"Months."
----The priest said his limited
funds and need to reach only
men in their late teens led him
to advertise in Playboy.
The decision to advertise
came because of the declining
applications for the priesthood,
the fact that young men today
"are not even familiar with the
meaning of the priesthood."
With the help of friends in the
advertising business, the priest
investigated various publica441.1 •ow Sy4e.
tions. Statistics showed, though
...Cs heel
J.
Cor.•11 baluo•
Father Lupo found it hard to
Igta UNA
N.
believe, that Playboy had a
very high percentage of readerg !Ai t-ljrr: re4
ship concentrated in college
level men and that each issue
drew new readers for up to
seven months.
Fri-Sat.-Sun.
During a visit to a school,
Father Lupo noticed a copy of
The took a trip on
Playboy. "It was apparently
an s.:4-iipe machine
well read because the copy was
"aso.a brakes!
worn.; I had never read the
magazine in my life."
11
"I took the plunge after
hesitating about one year. 1
have 'X' number of dollars to
work with and I have to get the
most mileage-for the dollar,"
PA•.,
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday, Jan. 10, 11, 12

TROUSERS

2/$1.00

and

or

SKIRTS

3/s1.25

Free! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing
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We c
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We'hive shirt laundry Services here!
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Saturday, January 8 .
The Captain Wendell Oury —
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
at the home of Mrs.Doris Ntuice
at eleven a.m. Each member is
to bring a covered oil*
Sunday, January'9
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrin
and-their remitter-will
have their
first monthly
fellowship breakfast
of the
new year at the Holiday Inn at
nine 'a.m. All members are
urgesj to attend.

Mrs. Ralph Darnell at 11:10
Rm.
The
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will meet at
the honie of Mrs. Larry-Curd at
one p.m. The
Progressive
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of-Mrs. tell-HasselL
In case of bad weather the
meeting will be at Mrs. Bobby
Wilson's home.

Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

Open house will be held at the
new Murray High School on
Doran Road between the hours
Groups of the Baptist Women
of two and 4:30 p.m. Everyone
is cordially invited to inspect of the First Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet as follows: I
the new facilities. •
with Mrs. Owen Billington at
9:30 a.m., II with Mrs. O.C.
'Monday, January 10
The Girl Scout Neighborhood Wells at ten a.m., and III with
meeting will be held at the Girl Mrs. J.M. Linn at twe p.m.
Scout cabin at ten a.m. All
The Quota Club will meet at
leaders are urged to be present.
the Southside Restaurant at 12
The-Alma PTA-v/111 meet
the school lunchroom at two
Wednesday,January 12 _
P.m,._ ,with Mrs. Margaret
Murray
The -- Sautb
Trivet-hid- of the Cell-may
Homemakers Club will meet at
Public Library as speaker.
the home of Mrs. Bill Britton at
The Board of Directors of the Mayfield.
Quota Club will meet at the
'the South Pleasant Grove
Southside Restaurant at 510
Homemakers Club will, meet at
pm.
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson
TheSigma Department of the at one p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will
New
CooCord
The
meet at the club house at 7:30
pin. with Ken Barber as the Homemakers Club will meet at
scheduled speaker on the the home of Mrs. Noel Smith at
- theme,"
-Children in 'Trouble'.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
The Arts and Crafts Club will
George E. Overbey, Jr.,
William Smith, Donald Keller, meet at the home of Mrs. Aaron
at
Joe Ryan Cover, and Joe Hal Chapman, 209 Woodlawn,
_
2:30 p.m.
Spann.
The Mason's Chapel United
The Theta*Departthent of the
Murray Woman's _Club will Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the club house at 7:30 meet;at seven p.m.
p.m: with County Juvenile
Evening circles of the WSCS
Judge Robert 0. Miller as the
-of the -First- United Ittellintlist
qpnekPr nn
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
Trouble
In
"Children
Hostesses will be Mesdames follows: Hannah with Mrs. Joe
Earl Warlord, A.G. Wilson, Neil Keeslas, Highway 41 North;
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
Brown, and Nat Beal.
Fortin, 1514 Glendale Road;
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
Tuesday, January 11
Morning circles of the WSCS Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton.
,
of the First United Methodist Fuel waste
Church will meet at 9:39 a.m. as
NE' YORK (UPI) -11omes
follows: Alice Waters with Mrs. built during the next 14 years
A.M. Alexander, 1707 Wells will waste twice the amount of
Extended; Bessie Tucker wIth_ las used to heat all the C.S.
Mrs.James Diuguid,803 Sharpe homes in 1968, says an I
Street; Maryleona Frost at the Corning Fiberglas Corp. execuchurch parlor.
tive. He suggests that one way
to ease the current fuel waste is
The Westside Homemakers to design buildings that use
Club will meet at the home of energy more efficiently.

%DULY
ONLY

We Now
Have A
Full Time
Ornamental
Iron Man!

-N4

Ends
TUE.

We will be able to get your job
1
2 the time.
out in /

Spring brings
RUSH TIME!

ER

Wait no longer

1, 12
1

here!

Get your work
done no.

We can measure the size and quote
the full price before the job is. done
tie

Murray Machine
and Tool
Industrial Road

Phone: 751
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Nanny Home Scene
Of Shower For
Linda Cochran

FBIRTHS4

ftUDSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Eugenefludson
of Berkley, Mich., are the
parents of a baby boy, weighing
The lovely home of Mrs. John Sixteen pounds 13ti °tures,
Nanny on the Coldwater,Road born on Tuesday, December 14,
was the aceneot rtietighttully att4a-bottpital there:
planned miscellaneous shower
They have one other son.
held in honor of Mies Linda
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cochran, bride-elect of Dickle George Hudson of Murray
Hodge, field on Monday. Route Five.
January-3; at-eight- Veleekthe evening.
Mrs. Joe Meador,Mrs. Lester
Mummy, Mrs. Earl Nanny,and
Mrs. John N
, all annta of
gm
, were
hostesses for the prenuptial
-... •
By Abigail Van Buren
occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
For the. bridal event the
DEAR ABBY:-My 18:year-old deugnter is going to lie
honoree chose to wear a Robinson of Murray announce
married in a few months. We are turd-working people and
anberry jumper with a cream the engagement of their oldest
far from rich. but Michelle picked the most amensive wed- •
A special daughter, Cheryl, to _John Ed
bioUse.
ding gown this city had to oder.
from-the hostesses Rose,. son of Mrs. Mabel Rose
. I made the mistake of going along on that, but a few
- wrought candle and the late Dallas Rose of
was a
Benton.
days later I said: "Because the gown is so costly, after the
holder with alvd_cand/e.
The bride-elect is a 1971
wedding I shall, store it at my house and when the time
Mrs. Clifton ttsccochran,
graduate
- comes, your two younger eiders will be married in it." Mee
of South Marshall
mother of the honoree - ore a
is 17,j.nd the other is 15.1
High School and is presently
multi-coltnd knit dress,
ificheBe said: "Oh, no! This is MY gown. And-I may
Mrs.-George A. Hodge, mother- employed at Say-Rite. Phar_
want to dye it and wear it payself -later." .cy in the Bell Shopping Plaza
in-lain to be of the honoree, was
Abby, Michelle ill 80 sloppy and disorderly limit her _ attired in a gray and brown in Murray.
clothes, If I do not take Charge of the gown immallately
three piece knit ensemblee.
lect is presently
The Sr
the garbage can in two
.
eod up
after the Wedding, it will
Games were played with hirs:' a senior
High
•r•
Don- Nanny end Mrs. Clifton - -School.
Michelle works and makes very good wages. She lives
Cochran being the recipients of
Wedding plans
inat home but pays no room or board. I do all her laundry.
the prizes who later presented complete.
When I told her that from now on I will expect her to pay
them to the honoree. Miss
me 85 a week room and board until her wedding, this ,
Cochran opened.her many gifts
spoiled, selfish girl replied. "You must be kidding'"
for the guenato view.; . Now I -don't feel like spending another dollar on her
Refreshments of tea cakes
trousseau. Can you tell me what to do now?
and
coffee were served to the
DISAPPOINTED MOTHER
„
fifteee persons present by. tog
•—
DEAR MOTKER:-Admit that you are angry with Yourhostesses who were assiited by
'Col. (Ret.) Edgar S. Waugh
Miss Susan Nanny. Mrs. has returned to his home in
self for buying a more expensive wedding gown than you
'Meador had made the special Punta Gorda Isles, Punta
should have, and don't take it out on your daughter. What's
.done is done, so target the wedding dress incident. aisedeet. lea cakesfor the party as they -Gorda, Fla., after spending the
Molitor ways to punish Michelle.
arg_a favorite of the bride-elect. holiday with his son and
-fimily, Mr. and Mrs. Van
Philippine electrification
DEAR ABBY: I am desperate for help. I am a widow, 55
Waugh and son, Bret. He was
years old. I'm considered attractive and quite desirable,
The Phi- also the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
MANILA (- IIP1)
but I fear I am headed for a lot of trouble.
- lippines has inaugurated its first Brent Outland, parents of Mrs.
am-very much in love with a widower my age- We've
• an Waugh, while here.
,major rural electrification--gene-together ---for-44--nionthor and- he's-the kind- of- Man- I--- ler ts:ciating'SI.9
- Minion, it
could be a slave to for the rest of my life, but here's the-, sill furnish electric power to •
problem. He says he loves me, but he doesn't ever want to "-10 municipalities and benefit - Herman Roach of Hazel has
marry-again. fife has already Weed-tyro'riven}
0'000-residentsin the south- 'been dismissed fr-ein Lourdes
,Hospital-cPaducah.
I know he doesn't see anyone else, and he has asked me
;ern fkilippines.
to share his lovely home with him. He says he will treat me
as a husband treats his wife, but marriage is out of the questionI have children and grandchildren, and so has he. How
. •* •
•
could I live with him and face them? I have talked until I am
/or
blue in the face, but he still won't, marry me. I love him so
much and don't want to lose him. What can I do?
•
WANTS MAFtftlAGE

Dau ter's -wedding
gown has mom u set

Cheryl Robinson
Us Engaged To
John Ed Rose

Best-Dressed List R:efierts-Seeing -Back- Toward LPgance.
By ANN HENCKEN
NEW YORK,:Tan. 6. —
iggy, -Cher and,Liza
Minnelli are among the women_ in the International Best
,Droaied Li;.t ler 1941. •
•
,
,a •

51.

,

These young entertainirsphold their own on a list that
"mirrors .vividly the strong swing back, to traditional
elegance An dre$C,._AcC411d4D.g. to Eleanor Lambert, Pithh.'
cis and fashion expert, who announced the winners on
Thtirso'.
THE LIST is made tip',Imni an intPrnational poll of
2.000 -fashion designers.'soclarand theatrical personalities
and the fashion tvss.
- .
The--thirteen hes‘dressed women of 1971 include HRH _
the Begum Aga Khan, wife of'Aga-Khan IV, leader of the
Ismaili Moslems; Mrs. Ronald Reagan, wife of the governor of California; Mrs. "Richard Pistell of New York. the
former Marquess Carroll di Portago; Mme. Francois
Catroux of Paris, the former Betty Saint; Mrs. Frederick
Melliado of New York. the former Louise Savitt, and Mrs.
Sidney Brody ot Los Angeles.
•
OTHERS INCLUDE Liza Minnelli, actress; Mine.
Pierre Schlumberger of Paris and Colares, Portugal, wife
of the oil magnate;'Mrs. Reinalgei Herrera. Jr. of Caracas,
. Venezuela: Tied for 'tenth place were singer Cher Bono of
Sonny and Cher, and Twiggy Le.stie Hornby, Miss Kitty
Hawks, daughter tirNanc,-.-tatly Keith:- -and Jen Iveymouth. daughter _of_Kay _Graham nf Washington..
'the best clieiied men of 1971 include Baron Alexissle
ffede of Paris:
Bulgari of-Rome; Mayor Jam V.
Lindsay of New York; William Baldwin, New York &cora- tor; Sidney- nattier, itor
.
.7_aintjaticklagg
Stones. -

tatotoecalA
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DEAR WANTS: It you don't want to lose him, you could
continue to keep company with him, but live apart. But lf
you want a husband, look for someone else.
DEAR ABBY: I am 15 Years old and am in love with My
teacher. He is 32 and married, and I know there is no"hope
for me, but I just can't help'feeling the way I do about him.
I did a couple of dumb things, like copying his picture
out of the year book for art class, and IalsO told a couple of
my friends how I felt about him. Well, it must have gotten
back to him because now he avoichrme, and won't even look
my way. Before this, he was nice and friendly.
What can I do, Abby? f have written him a dozen letters
and torn them all up.Please help me.
IN LOVE WITH MR. P.
DEAR It: Don't do anything. Apparently your actions
have already caused your teacher some embarrassment.
You can't help how you "feel," but you can help how you
aft:
.
•
DEAR ABBY: Please don't send a compulsive eater to
her load Mental Health Society. Send her to a doctor who is
qualified in diagnosing Hypo-glycemia. "Mrs. Lazy," who
was fat and miserable has every symptom of hypo-glycemia,
a condition which in be corrected by the proper diet. And
it won't run into a tkof money, either.
AN INTERESTED M. D.
What's your problem? You'll feel bettor ff you gat It off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Boa artss, um Angeles, Cat.
MM. For a personal reply enclose stomped, addressed
envelope.
Bate to write beers? Seed 111 to Abby. Boa ant Les
Angeles, CaL INN, ter Akers bookist. "Ilow
Writ.Wiese Mc Al Ossinions."

We're Celebrating With Reduced Prices!
MON.-TUE.-WED.. JAN. 10-11-12

Make Up A Load of

FIVE

$2.50
* SWEATERS

that there will boa sitter in the
nursery each month during the
general meetings.
Next month a luncheon will be
held following the general
meeting with the Alice Waters
Circle as hostess. It was decided
to alternate having coffees and
luncheons each month. Mrs. Erwin adjourned the
meeting by leading the grou- in
repeating The Lord's Prayer
This was the first meeting of the
year for the new officers to ,
begin their duties.
Prior to this meeting a getaCiniainted" coffee was held in
the church parlor at nine-thirty
o'clock in the morning.
Free warmth
NEW YORK (1'1'1)
-I
tlic ,tirishine in, • arid r lit
the anoint( of fiti-1 Oil 11-4
the Nmerii.io
the
when the .Tin et up,
window
shaite; and lirlam.. When the 41111 glte,
or doesn't Anne, keep thi•
l'11;verings

citr.t.ti and kt

tm
he form an in.nialn
io;r:anytt
the cold-outside
,

* SPORT COATS

* TROUSERS & SLACKS

* MIX OR MATCH sk
~re

No Limit!
mob

Dress Shirts

r

Laundered
I}

Mrs. L. E. McCord Is Guest Speaker For
Women's Society Of Christian Service
The general meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church was held in
the Hale Chapel' on Tuesday,
January 4, at ten o'clock in the
morning.
Mrs. L. E. McCord, president
of the WSCS of the Paris
District, was the guest speaker.
She spoke of her work and
experiences as president of the
district and also of the work
being done at Reelfoot by the
circles.
The guest speaker was introduced by Mrs. Max Brandon.
Mrs. Otis Erwin, president,,
opened the meeting with a
prayer. Mrs. Nell Eaton gave
the devotion.
During the business session,
reports were given by the
conference treasurer and local
treasurer. The minutes of the
last meeting were read.
A discussion was held concerning suggested ways to
create more interest and
promote attendance. These
suggestions will be discussed
and voted on in the circle
meetings. It was.announced

•-••

All 5 for Only

* PLAIN SKIRTS

.fits

6/s

ONE

1E1 HOUR

CLEANERS

Hangers
or
Folded
,
*
GOOD
ALL
WEEK!

DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE

All work done on the premises and the
quality of our work is always guaranteed
to your satisfaction.

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

7-

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium

A

Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

ne HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
OPEN: 7 A.M."-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084
•

Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

..r
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Burley
Drop 1
•By Jerry Allen
never know why we are crazy enough to be out here in the
rain cutting cane to build a duck blind," said Jackie Canady.
; But we were, in fact we were out in the dark on Clarks River
jut-orieintleenstof-Murray. We had to cut enough cane to build
portable blind, because that afternoon we had found a flooded
cornfield full of mallards and ive knew they would be there the
next morpkig,' and so would wt.
its-en whatjpramissito
'-' be a really fun time duck hunt and he was rareing to- go." After
a night full of confusion getting the'boat and decoys ready we
finally got to bed at 1 a.m. I rolled out of the hay at 2:30 but very
reluctantly.
With a little trouble getting Greg out of the sack, I proceeded to
pick up Jackie and by 3:00 we were on our way to the Tennessee
portion of the Mississippi River Valley. It just happened that the
fog was thick as pea soup. So we had to take it easy. After two
hours of driving, we finally reached our destination.
To our surprise, the river had risen the night before and the
water was up at least one foot higher than the afternoon before.
We managed to get the boat full of decoys into the water, then the
- problem became to find our hunting spot on the backwater in a
dense fog so thick that visibility was limited to 15 yards. But
somehow we did find our place. Mallards were all over, we heard
them loud and clear.
"Must be a hundreclducks out there." saysGreg-.
"Yes, we saw atleast that many yeatay.Itheldexoplied 7
•
Pioudly dteplayint Mattalifilelen ht the reodelain::bf the atississtppi
—Let's get set upina-harry."Imaid.
• Putting out the 75 decoys didn't take long,so I took the boat to a
Staff Photo Sy Jerry Alien
place that wouldn't be seen by the ducks if flie fog lifted, while
Jackie and Greg put up our 'Bp called' blind. Our blind proved not
Tips
to be able to withstanck the long drive tuid it looked very thin bi
places,in fact we were glad it was foggy, because without the fog;- - great shootiog, w'e retreived our %Mid
—settled in- to wait for 1. When you tet home aitera 5. Does your boat pound when
....
we might as well be in the open field without any cover.
•
more ducks to materialize in the .
cold day's hunt, Wait till your running into a chop? Then
The fog was still just as thick after day break as it had been
'
'
"Isee ducks," Greg said, Yjust outside the decoys.
, gun warms up to room tern-earlier,75 yardsmasthe maxamm wecould see at any-time.-- Ten big mallards had lit just outof range and wouldn't eeme---perature before puttingitin Its either bring the bow down by
moving weightforward, adjust
We were about to decide tliat the ducks weren't coming back
JIGGERBTAUGHT A- LEMON
any closer. Overhead a flock of six came in low to set in the,
case. If you put it away cold, the tilt of the motor to lift the
when Jackie says,"I hear wings." He did, 25 mallards came in to • spread.'"Let's take them," I whispered.
WINTER FISHING IS PRODUCTIVE .
'beads of moisture may form stern a bit or reduce speed and
light in the decoys.
As we raised up theithicks took to the air. Jackie pulled out a which can cause rust.
take waves at an angle.
. Greg yelled 'fact 'em hoys."
double, while Greg wag downintrivo more I pulled out In front of ,2, The trick to keeping feet 1. Before turning a long-haired We all commenced to shoothut when the fog and smoke cleared. an old drake and downed him to coinplete our limit-dinallarc. warm in
freeratitweather1510
.
looseln areas infested with-, _ _FRANKFORT,Xy.,_Fishingintbe dead of winter has proved
,we had only managed to pullout three mallards. We retreived our
"Let's get out of this pea soup,"says Greg.
wear boots a size too large;then burrs and other stick-tights, highly profitable for a gnat many fishermen.
.
'
flas ancriairtat--411111:-Illa Wait wasn
'
t tong, a ficca-Isf-----Vive tWk-tip-the
--73-decoys,tnoIrdowrrtheininct,jand-were-on- iace
petroleum jelly to
pintails sneaked in thatwe didn't see.
water
proved con.Clusively that
our way. Upon reaching the point where earlier we had launched
heavy socks in tight-fitting thin it, then rub it into his
The pioneers
Greg juniped up and picked one from the sky. jackie ran out
the boat, we realized it wasn't going to be as easy getting it on the boots only cuts off circulation, feathers, ears, and chest. He fish could be caught in the dead of winter, and this proof has
andlpicked it up."A male pintail," he says,"Man are you-kicky. _ trailer as it was getting off. After two hours of straining every making feet Colder.
will collect fewer burrs, and caused many a doubting Thomas to join their ranks.
-14414r."'
' "; ''-- '' ''.
r•-• '
muscle-and-gut-in-out bodies we finally managed-to getthe boat - -3.---n-fout deg'getk'TTthaF'stick -141/Tbe
.
And Greg thought aeloo, he knew that only site* in many years -.onto tile trailer
--Through the art of jtg ftshing-,`which produced the first great
Thy several-giorT-ii&s on an brushed out easier.
this
duck
mount
dues a
hunter mg a male lant41•21-1114anna
.asrely able-to walk -to the ear from leek of sleep and avec empty stom-inb . Tranquilizers. 7.---Don."1-forget la chock the , catches on the major lakes, winter fishing has spread, and other
ober- atell 5011r•-- —
• — . -exerfion, we all'sighed a big breath ofreliefandheadetto Murray—MO help, hurbnly-those which, lowkgtounit of you?-'outboard methods'have coilieThlWitile. The jig fishermett-ortratt-that the
With our corn fed &Ia.& .
"He sure isa beauty,"I remarked,"lets keep him dean."
your vet recommends.
motor occasionally to make fish were there, and that simply by dabbling a wad of nightV;Thile we_were talking,three mallard drakes had slipped in and
_ 4 _Drynick game birds as soon sure it is filled with gear grease. crawlers on a large hook fished from a long cane pole alongside
were clitling:-"Get down-,Isaid. Then I gave them a close in dall
as laiselble aft&tha have been Force the grease in until it oozes the banks of-the lakes, good fish could be taken.
The /nuskrat is an excellent
and they fell towards our decoy spread.
A muskrat's- living quarters
The feathers let go easier out the vent hole. Check gaskets
shot.
swimmer and can stay under usually are above the high wa"Take -them," Jackie yelled.
They found the black bass most abundant around fallen
then, and the skin will tear under the screw heads, which
water for about 12 minutes ter mark along banks of rivers
We sure did, as we all fired, all three drakes folded and jell
.easier than after the bird has keep water from leaking into treetops, beside half submerged stumps and in brushy stickups in
without con-ring up for air.
and lakes.
shallow waters.
been allowed-to cool and stiffen. gear housing.
8. .When buying a bell for your
Jigging was and is done in murky to muddy water just as it
bird dog, buy one that tonkles
rather than one.that tinkles. The begins to show a little clearing action close to the banks. There the
lower tone carries better in the Lass could be found, probably in search of morsels of food that
woods. And- don't worry about may have been 'washed into the water. And, of course, the
scaring the -birds; the bell nightcrawler, was the most tempting morsel to be found.
doesn't seem- to bother them.
After establishing the fact that fish would bite in the cold
9. Dip your nose into your
hunting bootsand inhale'deeply. months under these conditions fishermen began to experiment
the 4arge minnow to the
- and to use other methods. They
The odor will probably make
you dizzy. To sweeten the booth,' lines on the jigging rig and found they, too, produced good bass,
dust the insides with powdered, but with best results when the water was clearer.
borax, which your wife will be
They discovered that in clearer waters the bass were deeper
more than happy to supply.
and by lengthening the line of the conventional jigging pole and
10. Always, use non-detergent by placing the minnow at a depth °flour to eight feet, good bass
esil when you mix gasoline for could be taken on the colder days.
your outboardmotor And in the
Now this jig fishing irkhod is for the person who elik slc
quantity recommended by the
ra
manufacturer. The mix is great many casters cannot bring themselves to the art of jigging.
important because V3ITInuch oil But jigging has taught a lesson-that the fish were present at all
creates smoke and fouls plugs, tirnesid that if a lure could be gotten to them they Could be
while toirlitUe will not provide caught notwithstanding the above surface weather conditions.
sufficient lubrication.
A'
The casters rightly reasoned that if they could keep their lines
from freezing on the reel or in the guides, they could catch fish.
FISHING REPORT
Crappie good next to drop offs With the advent of the potent artificial nightcrawler an ideal bait
in 12 to 20 feet of water. Cypress was available. By casting the worm into the banks and retrieving
Springs dock reports that ex- it to the boat in a slow action, big bass, lying lazily on the bottom
ec.-PROtalk good strings ot would accept the proffered bait
crappie are being caught in
But the line-freezing problem still is a drawback. Since the
Shannon and Piney Creek area
water temperature is above freezing even on a very cold day, the
on rainnsars-_I
easter tan,after every east,dip his entila-rod-ind-roPI into the
Pthek bass are fair in drop off water, draw it
back and hastily -Milt It. Itir Mit-Cumbersomeareas using hellbenders of
method he is able to cast out his lure and even though the line
plastic worms then slowly
may become iced it still can be reeled back in.-&aiming the bottom until the
school is located.
If a person feels he just must go fishing, casting that is, in the
-SaUgeris-fair in the Kentucky _
tr and Randy Lowe are displaying a food- string ofcrapiii taken in the Blood River area fast week.
dam area from 5 to 20 feet. The wintertime, he can be successful, although he may encOMIWF a
Staff Photo By Jerry Allen
"Hot Shotis still the liat bait for frostbitten finger as he harvests his fisfi.
sauger.
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CHEMICAL
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'''VROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINERE"

HUTSON

Cali Any Time

753:1933
Tour Ptescrlottou Curfutly & Accurately FIlIed

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Our New Gun Deimitimeitt
Is Now Open!
All Makes"ofGuns

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

444

Fire prevehtron needo eNeryonelt help!
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KENTUCKY

UK Opens SEC Season.Tonight

Labor
B THE ASSOCIATED PRESS darlia Education and • LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-The tucky or anybody else.
-has had recurring trouble with -Zany -litampee, with-an-SA- PIKEVILIZ, Ky. (Are' --Conyntltse,- will conduct the
LOUISVILLE,- ley: --(-Afiy-Rupp said Kent Hollenbeck...a Arbor* he broke in his foot be- •
Pike County Will build 'a juve---4-heatings-at--the University el University of Kentucky opens
aVerage.
Prices on Kentucky burley the season started. At one
itie detention center and a prie:titentlicky: -Tba-President has in...defense of the Southeastern .6400t-4 senior guard_
Mississippi
markets dropped 11 cents Frioner processing centee, with a Proposed $3 billion in federal Conference basketball crown Knoxville; will dress - for point, he tried to return to ac- mores Fred Cox and Collidge
day as the first week of post$204,000 federal grant for the -aid to schools as part of his tonight against eficeissappe as tonight's game for the -first - tion and rebroke the bone.
Ball and leads the SEC with
holiday sales ended.
.'
Wildcat coach Adolph Rupp- time this season.
Pike County Crime Reduction revenue-sharing package.
Operating in th backcourt in. 36.6 rebounds per game.
gift
of
God
to
man
in
Jesus
the
With all 30 of the state's maragain-is grumbling.
"But that doesn't mean that Kentucky's first eight games
_,,__Program, County Judge Wayne
akeraging
Cox
is
11.9
kets accounted for, the Bea. Christ at Christma, a gift whiCh Rutherford said.
"We've played only one game I'm going to play him neces- have been 5-10 sophomore Ron- rebounds per game and Ball
IRVINE, Ky. i AP) - Estill
tucky Agriculture Department- enables man to move beyond -The money for the center-•-eounte -School - Superintendeot--in.---21--days-and that's , the sarily," the coach said-.flie_
• .I • 63 senior Stan._ VIA-These twos along with sen.
reported an average of $83.42 the plastics and computers of comes from grants by the Us. Buford Horton has moved that strangest thing you can imag- has had just two good days of Key, both with averages of 14.3
tot Duane Boucher, also read
daily life, the church minister,
per hundred pound:I.__
Justice Department, the U.S. the judge hearing is case on , use," said Rupp, who has practice and still can't make peirits a game.
the Rebs in scoring-Cox with an ,
Morehead led all markets Rev. -Charles Moffett, said.
Law Enforcement Assistance charges of misusing school guided Kentucky to the last lateral movement. lie's Moving
Kentucky's starting Iron line 18.5 average and Ball and BouThis imique
tines
service_
_iend points back
.
-z-witlea-figure et $84,earfoi
four SEC titles.
vertically okay, but not later- features 6-11 ame for the first cher each with 15.3 per game. ..
Administration and the Ken- property vacate the bench.
by Harrodsburg at $84.53 and
harwael to tacky Crime Commission
."I'm rather of the opinlop. ally." ,:
Estill Circuit Judge Eerl A,
team's top scorer at 24.1; Tom
Both teams are 6-2 so far this
Easter.
Paris at $84.
Asncraft set a heating oir-the -that -lame of-these teams that-- Holienbeeki-a-speed-demon, Parker, averaging 18.4, and'
Rev. Moffett said the service
The lowest figure of the day
LEXINGTOnleley: (-AP) -4:motion for Feb. -A third iir• have been playing might have
was $79.13 at Bowling Green. involves the worshipper in the Rep. Carl Perkins, D-1(e.,
dic' talent against Buford was an edge," he added.
Twelve marketieleffeeted prices daily art of God's creation. The hold hearings here Jan_ 13 and'returned Friday, charging him
A case in point might be
public is invited participate in
, above $83.
14 to garner opinion 9n Preki- With misuse of school property IraFtupp's opening opponent in this
.
Lexington, the world's largest this service at 10:45 a.m. A dent Nixon's education-revenue"tend attempted bribery.----- - - season's conference play. Ole . loweeteAlie _
oppoNENT
burley market, led with 3,303.- nursery will be provided.
MARGIN
MARGIN
OPPONENT
1A
Miss
has
played
.-two-games
um=
sharing bill.
_
. GAMES OF 1-10-72OF 1-11-72 - CONTINUED:
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Every Man" will be the subject
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Max Churchill Funeral Home
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ficiating. '
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Teaches The Facts-About Environment

ELLENSBURG, Wash.( UPI) calm, accurate presentation of recently was dioxide pollutants
-Nearly everybody these days scientific facts -in laymen's In the atmosphere,.These have
tendency - to -increase the
----is-concerned about-eavirminea- language-is
essentiall_141
earth's averag4tesnperature.
poliatiewbut the fact_ is few
society.
But at the same time, dust
persons actually know what it's
"We have a tendency to
and
aerosols, which also are
all &abut.
develop widespread concern
environmental polluting the air, are tending to
What May help one area over
certain
lower the average temperature
ecologically may be harmful to
dangers while overlooking othof the earth.
another area.
ers of greater importance," he
Current scientific evidence
--ForthafressonDr-Z.Smith
. _
that
the
earths
Murphy Jr., chairman of the • A• mong the subjects discussed indicates
avernge temperature now is
physics departmept at Central
by Murphy and his class are air
Washington State College, has
pollution, thermal pollution and about one-half a degree above
the average it was in 1900.
stirted a new class to educate
radioactivity.
"The dusts and aerosols in
students on th idea that the
up
brought
matter
One
the air have more of an effect
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radioactive matter.
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"physics and the environment."
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it is being taught as -midaye-the home of mi.. end
an innovative class on the
Mrs. Guy Lovins with twentyYakima
Valley
Community
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College campus. but he olans to
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or
4470.
noc
Free estimates.Phone
steering, brakes, autOmatie • Recker 'tonic-41M'tra4e-66.y 'ars ag in hi,nail% GerniaMpublic hearing.
.
JI
753-9382 after 5:00 p.m.
transmission, air conditioner,
factory ,triade cattle reeks. Phone
ONE CITED
OUTDOORS DOG FREE
LOST & FOUND
Country Rain on a
753-2350.
JeC A puppy Which will grow up to
Murray Planning C
One person was cited for
- Biscuit
be a large fuiry. outdoors dog driving while intoxicated and
LOST: BLACK and vchite Pointer
cents
25
each or 4-59 cents
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALIA SS will
Robert E. Moyer?
given free to someone driving on suspended license at
wearing collar with Guy
327,
Chairman
boelet
seats,
nice
wanting
car.
a special pet. For in- 8:10 p.m. on Thursday by the
;Must
fiuliivan's-name.Phone 753.
sell. Phone 753-3000.
Murray Police Department,
J8C formation call 753-7137.
3213,
J8C
ii
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rota sAut

NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining
room, Den, Garage, Quiet
location„ $140.00 per month.
Available early January, Call
753-9917 after 6 p.m.
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Team:topics
By RUDY CERNIKOVIC
following week.
ARS,Pa.11P11---Mrs. Mary
' Another Week
Pekny spends more time with
Shç then begins another
her husband, her daughter and .three-day wprk week, is off
two grandchildren and gent Sunday ancEreturns to work the
"caught up with ms, house- next day then looks forward to
work" now that she gets a another bne-week vacation.
seven-day vacation every two
"I tidy up the house on the
- -•
- - free dam get caught
•
Bill GiaUombardo, 18, spends work ancrhelp my daughter
his seven-day vacations hunting care for her two children," she
deer, rabbits and plinunints said."My husband, Andy,and I
idlerin season- in this Butler shop anti visit flicials."
County area where game is' Harry Austin, president of the
U.
ndfathBill and Mrs. Pekny work in
,\lames, 82 years ago, a
the Bade Production Departb-pther, John T., vice
ment of the _James Austbi- Co-,
esiderittf sales, proposed the
a manufacturer of detergents
ei-day 'ark week to emand bleaches which -recently
byes last\ October. The
innovated the three-day work workers accepted the plan.
week of 12 hours a day.
-Paul Heyman,"manager of
Mrs. Peitny reports for work
Molding Departnie,nt where
at 10 a.m. Monday and works lastic bottles are produced,
nail 10 p.m. She finishes her
• the 36-hour week scqved
iris+ Week Wednesday and does
nagging problem of ateten-,
riot - return to her job as
packer until Thursday of lbe
"Our absenteeism is 90 per

••••

•

cent off from what it used to
be," }levities' said.""When we
had the eight-hour shifts and
two workers were abrient; we',
September's celebration of
By SERGIO LEITAO
had to shut down the machines.
Brazil's 150th
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP), dependence. StiniversarY of in"Now the machines • run
The famous Christ statue'
constantly at maximum effi"I hope by then the statue
ciency. The workers get two 10 on • Corcovado Mountain is' will be completely restored and
minute breatcs and two -hell
'rig -the effects of-- time.be -a _tourist attraction_
hour lunches-all staggered in erosion 'and defacing by vis- equal to the Statue of Liberty,"
itors. But local officialt have- said Rai Pereira da Silva. head
keep production running." ,
promised to fix it up for next -of the city's-Tourism Depart36 Hours Work
The three-day employes work
36 hours, are paid for 40 and
risimas and New
Year's holidays.
About 50 workers in the
Filhiig Department work 10
hours, four days a week and
Nee seven paid hojilays. Their
- work week begins Tuesday and
runs through Friday; the peak
day of _production:
The-Austin brothers said the
12-hour shifts haVe--olieinated
Saturday Overtimepay.
Austin shipped 13 'million
es of its cleaning products
to onstuner$ in eight states
a 500-mile radius in 1969.
anticipates shipments
The I
on battles.
1 year. For the
the firni
MOUNTAIN TOP -.Seen from a di;tar.ce the famousChrist
has paid out a *million dolliu- - statue on Brazils Corcovado Mountain still loolts as impressive
as,evier. The statue, however. is suffering from the effects of
annual payroll_.

•

mad.
,
Pictured on countless poetcards and travel Rosters, the
statue stands 2,400 feet above
Rio's shimmering white beaches_and stilling blue Guan,abara
Bay. It is 120 feet tall and 93
wide through the outstretched
arms. Each arm weighs 80 tons,
and eaili ha eight tons, contributing -to theeTalrtieight of
_1,145_1ons. The monument was
dedicated in 1931,
Although still impressive
from a distance, the statue iin
its present condition is' a letdown jasome.i.ouritits whe-see
it close up for the first time.
The monument is cracked
-and chipped in several places.
The cement guardrail behind it
is broken,creating a hazard for
Aiiiiireti Who could go tumbling
mountain wilh-ioRik
'placed step. Hundreds of visitors have defaced the pedestal
by scribbling their names oreit.
• --There also is fearthe statue,weakened and neglected, simply may fall over one day.
•

The disappointment only vanishes on bright, :sunny days,
when visitors contemplate'thebreathtaking landscape that
life
built
around
pig-raising
and
ane
erne.on
-spreads -out- _PoLONEZKOV.,Turkey
•
•
dairy-farming to go abroad or
.
from Corcovado. From the base . FAMOUS-STATUF
Ali — It is forbidden. in
The famous statue of Christ on Corcoto latge Turkish cities.
of the statue you can See
Brazil
has suffered the effects of time, the
in
Moubtain
vado
the Moslerri-holy book for
The
village
headman
Leslay
rGuanabara Bay, Sugar Loaf,
elements and'careless visitors. The city of Rio de Janeiro has
downtown Rio, lpanema Beach,
promised to- repair it for next September's celebration of the
the young "lagers. now in Auscigar-type-leaf crown
--Maracanit•---- the woriefs
By - MILES SMITH
-150th anniversartot Brazil's independence.:
EUxupv and i.e.- i, .
Smokeress tobacco, says_the bigifett Stlece_r stadium.
and Wisconsin-. It- is
AP Business Writer ' •
Most of it comes from 'pigs viiii return.. •
The project for restoring the
NEW YORK (AP)- South- a ' ble in two Varieties, council, is a favorite in occuparaised here bye_lis_h Turks.
But much of Riji's family has
tions where a lighted match -.statue calls for the-installation
-sweet.
.
pitehers-and-those '
Polonezkoy i Polish Village) emigrated to Los Angelei• an
Sniff
muff never became coOd be disastrous:Workers In
.
py-hat characters in western
is a tiny island of Christianity in Australia. • ..
.
.
erica, as it did in chemical plants, mines, refi- the train terminal and auto--a Moshentsea.
• •
movies aren't the only devotees popular in
, .
-neries, and munitions piiints mobile_prking area to the base
Eurepe.
tiOn was'...
Its 200 inhabitants speak Pol--. blue-eyed blonde al 60 said:
of chawin' tobacco these days.
of the monumeriEllie'gifordriff
ish among themselves. worship
The yoimg I 'ave... the men
In the old days smokeless to- snobbish and effete, some said. play it safe.
and protecting walls will hem •
m a Catholic Church, and are die and only the old women are owe° was sold along with
Some farmers and lumberDry Muff is Med by placing
• buried in a hilltop cemetery left. How many widows there stogies and pipe tobacco in a bit of the powder* the lid of jacks prefer the smokeless paired and the pedestal will be
scrubbed clean, officials
'whose eight-foot-high wooden are....stores
that often had a wooden the container and thett-lifting it products because they don't pledge.
„cross dominates the-village. - •
lire --worry about setting the •
to-the-oranicsilietween.dig
'A HOBBY .THAT. AIDS ----bidiair- clit'
They are -ref ugees from Rustwit-2s- 1"
"
de en lip and gum. For moist'
-- 11 or the vifOcIC on-1W. said
niVi it' is considering buying
sia
IVIEQUON; --Wis., I AP1
Hunters have an added rea- Modern
between
a
wad
is
pinched
The
wooden
Indian
has
demiddle of.,the 19th century, Amateur,radio operators who
trains to replace the
son-a
whiff
of
tobacco
smoke
finger
a
thumb
and
index
.
antiquated cciaches that sioW:goPolonezkoy was foonded, in pick up Mequon_ for the_firsi Parted td the happy hunting
'could
quarry.
tip
off
their
up and down the mountain._
1233. The larg_estc of Poles time are sometimes surprised' lirtiondir of-- the antiques shop, stuffed between the cheek and
•-- - came.in the Crimean ar pen- when. they reach a ham open---WK.
you stiff can find snuff•Cor a
od 1854-56.
-,..,,
ator who calls., herself 'Sister thaw-sometimes in a vending.
. - • The village. in, rolling farm • Mary. She is an 80-year-old nun. machine down at the end of the
-sounkv-about. 10-miles east,
--.Sister MaxylAnnena,Kieffer plant cafeteria,_,_
the Bosporus Strait and Istan- belnune interested in rpdio 16
Prospects are looking up in
bul and - 20,miles south .of the years ago, she inforriled the
'Black Sea, benefits from tour- National Enquirer, when boys the smokeless tobacco business
,
she was teaching -in a high because these products appeal
- The aft,action is hot beichei, school math class • persuaded toi certain people, among them.
ruins or sports but food.
her-to4ry it as a hobby-.
: chemical plant workers, fartii,
Of-the:35
4own. 25
Her hobby has helpen.otbers. era,lumberjacks and hunters.
of them onerate their home§ as ."A doctor near here had to
Based on figures for the first
pensions where $5 a day gets arrange an eye transplant with Insie months of the year, the
- -one- -rural _calm a clean bed- some people in Haywood. Fla. U.S. Department of Agriculture
room. and three stuffings of I connected them so that he - estimates. American confresh farm products. preserves. could give instructions on get- .sumption
.chewing tobacco
cured ham. etiieken. macaroni ting the proper materials to the
and
snuff
in
1971"will.ne
98 mil, and cheese. pastries and Turk- airport. I also regularly connect
'
ish specialties •
people from far away - Mexiva lion pounds, an increase of 3
South Amprica — with per cent over 1970.
and it's future is in doubt. Young relatives living near here,"
The chornnintland aecoutlfor
people are leaving its Minnie Nara-Sister Mary.
Crease of almost 6 per cent,
a.ovr 1970
_ The chewer has his choice of
7*-ielsr- -types-loose
,
fine-cut, and twist-and loose
leaf is gaining the most popularity. Consumption in 1870 was39 million poulids and the estiThe Murray Christian Church is not a denomination nor
mated rate (or 1971 it 43 mila part of any demonination or sectarian body. It is
lion, the highest in .a quarter
neither "Protestant" nor "Catholic". It is a congregation
century.
of people who are obedient believers In Jesus Christ. It is a
The Smokeless Tobacco Counchurch patterned after the church founded in the New
cil Inc., reports that from about
Testament. It was established by Jesus Christ, God's Son,
1830 to 1890 the most popular
who sal4 "I will build My Church." That church was
munching tobacco was the
established on the Day of Pentecost, 30 A.D. The record of
plug. First the maker soaked
Its establishment is found in Acts, chapter two.
the tobacco in wild honey, then •
The Murray Christian Church has no denominational
plugged it into holes that had
organization nor any earthly headquarters. It has no
been drilled in green hickory or
"bishops" or "seperintendents" outside the local
maple logs, where if-eared.
congregation. Each congregation is governed by its own
Then came "scrap," made of
Elders-men who are selected by the congregation to
clippings from the outer wrappoversee,shepherd and superintend. Christ is its only head.
ings of cigars. This was the
The Murray Christian Church believes and teaches that
forerunner of loose leaf. Today
the only why a person can become a Christian and a
most loose leaf is made- from
member of the Church (the body of Christ) is by obeying
the Gospel plan of Salvation found in the Bible: Faith in
Jesus asAlte_Christ. the Son of the Living God; Repentance of sin; Confession of faith in Jesus as the Christ
before Mtn; Being Baptized into Christ (by immersion in ...........----Janus •
water)for the remission of sta; _then,1Jving-irittghTeous
ADUtTS 110
Life before God and man, until death.
NURSERY 6 •
„
NO
NEWBORN
4onssioNs
_ The Murray Christian Church does not recognize
'
sprinkling or pourihg as Scriptural baptism. The -NewMrs. Doreen Marie Fishman
Testament says baptism Is a "burfaN', a "planting"
and Baby Girl, RI. 7, Bps 285,
- -tRoMans 6:475) and symbolizes the death, burial, and
-Murray, Miss Jennifer Sue
, resurrection of Christ. It does not practice "infant
Massey, 512-R S. 12th St ,
imp-inkling" because only 'those capable a believing in
Murray,
Miss - Rosa Retha
Christ and confessing Him before men were baptiied.
.-R-tidspeth, 403'2 S. hid St.,
Infants do not qualify and sprinkling is not scriptual
Murray, Leon Wilson Farmer,
baptism.
509
Elm St., Murray, Mrs.
The Murray Christian Church observes the,Lord's
Violet Huffman (expired),
Sapper on the First Day of the week (Sunetrfs taught,
From Cony. Div., Mrs. Amy Lee
commanded, and practiced in the New T
meat times.
Livers I expired), From Cony.
fts members we no other mune
Christian because
Div.
this is the New Name God gave H
..
.
•
The Murray Christian Chure1 meeting at 1508 Chestnut
GAINESVILLE, Fla. AP)St. is simply a congregation of believers worshipping and
A citizens advisory committee
serving Christ Jesus is Lent. We seek to be a New
an noise pollution has suggested
Teittament churchyfollowing the pattern given in God's
to the City Commission that loHoly Word. plc'Church is God's Kingdom and we are
cal nightclubs featuring loud
striving to estore the apostles' doctrines, ordinances,as
bands be required"'to hang
theyyefr4n 30 A.D.
r worship services start at 10:45 A.M. Bible School
warning signs over their doors.
for all ages starts at 9:45 A.M,.?,
:They would read:
"Warning: Entering this club
with its present-1mm of entertainment may be hazardpus to
your hearing."
City commissioners tootr-the
ordinance proposal under advisement Tuesday night.
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WHAT -IS THE
MURRAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

- Hospital Report-

DismistAts

1

Main atr7th-Syeer:

-I-205-Chestnut Street
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